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Ktunaxa Nation 
Community Engagement Champions (CEC) 

 
What is a Community Engagement Champion? 
Community Engagement Champions are Ktunaxa citizens who have an interest and passion for 
informing and inspiring other citizens on matters and decisions being put in front of the citizens, 
such as the Interim Ktunaxa Citizenship Code and Interim Ktunaxa Constitution. These initiatives 
are the beginning steps toward Nation Re-building and realizing the Ktunaxa Nation vision for a 
self-governing nation.  
 
The Community Engagement Champions would assist in providing information and helping 
citizens to understand the information being presented to them so the citizens can make an 
informed decision when asked to vote on these things. With support from the Citizens 
Engagement Coordinator the CEC will be provided training, guidance, and resources to reach out 
to their community to organize and conduct:     

- One-on-one impromptu interactions 

- Home visits 

- Phone chats 

- Family meetings 

- Community info sessions 

- Other creative means 

The Community Engagement Champion is a contract opportunity; Champions will be paid based 
on their level of engagement.  If you are interested in becoming a Community Engagement 
Champion please send an expression of interest that provides information that will assist us in 
determining your suitability for this role by answering the following questions: 

 Why do you think you would make a good Community Engagement Champion? 

 Do you have access to a reliable vehicle and valid driver’s license? 

 If you don’t have access to a reliable vehicle and/or valid driver’s license, how will you 

conduct the work? 

 What community or group of Ktunaxa Nation members would you be engaging with? 

 What is your availability? (ie. only evenings, only weekends, anytime, etc.) 

 
This is a short term opportunity, at maximum two months initially, beginning early in the New 
Year (2019), however further opportunities for doing this type of contract engagement work 
may become available in the future.  If you are interested in becoming a Community 
Engagement Champion please submit your expression of interest to Greg Chin at 
gchin@ktunaxa.org or call or texting Greg at 250-421-7680.  If calling please be prepared to 
answer the same questions as you would for the expression of interest.   We will consider all 
expressions of interest submitted however, the opportunities will be available on a first-
come/first-served basis, so the earlier the better. 
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